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Works update:
•

Façade brickwork and window installation is continuing on Peter Street, Walker’s
Court and Brewer Street

•

Installation of the zinc cladding to the external façade continues on the upper floors
on all elevations of the development and is programmed to be completed in
September 2018

•

A crane set up in Brewer Street was used to install a glass tunnel on top of the
existing bridge that spans across Walker’s Court. Glazing was also added to the
Brewer Street façade as part of the system, which will eventually support the historic
neon sign

•

The internal building fit out works continue, including internal stairs, passenger lifts
and mechanical and electrical works

•

Works to the Boulevard Theatre ceiling lighting system are scheduled for completion
this month.
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Glazing panels being installed on Brewer Street

General Enquiries
Jessica Stewart

Future works:

Comm Comm UK

The brickwork façade will continue to be installed to all elevations, with deliveries being
unloaded in Peter Street. Peter Street will continue to remain closed to general traffic
from 8am to 6pm.
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The first sections of the Boulevard Theatre balcony structure are due to be delivered in
early September 2018. These sections will be unloaded and lifted into the building from
Peter Street.
A progressive removal of the external scaffold will begin in October 2018 and you will
begin to see the hoarding across the site also being gradually removed.
Programme:
Works to the shell and core are anticipated to be near completion in late October 2018.
The theatre fit out works are scheduled to be completed in the second quarter of 2019.

